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Outline of Principles
Rainhill High School believes that early entry should be used where appropriate for students in
any subject but will ensure that all students are able to achieve and progress to the highest
possible levels and that it should not in any way limit the achievement or subsequent
progression in a subject.
Early entry can;
 Ensure that the most vulnerable students within school have the opportunity to secure
GCSE grades at an earlier opportunity, thereby improving their life chances.
 Support students to manage large linear qualifications over a longer period of time.
 Allow very able students to progress at a rate suited to them and in line with their IEP.
 Allow LFC academy students to complete formal examinations alongside their club
commitments.
This policy will be distributed to all stake holders via; Website; Student Newsletter; parent
informational letter; staff handbook and via Achievement and Standards Committee.
Aims and expectations
Whole school
Strategic entry of cohorts will be discussed and decided upon between the Head of
Faculty in partnership with their line manager & Senior DHT (RSL)
That the Gifted Co-ordinator nominate where appropriate students for early entry.
That the Assistant Head Teacher in charge of Inclusion be present at year 10 and 11
achievement board to inform decision making regarding early entry for ‘vulnerable’
students.
Heads of Faculty
Will regularly review progress, achievement, attitude to learning and other pastoral
information to support the final decision about whether a student and/or groups of
students should be entered early.
Will ensure that every opportunity is provided to support students to meet the highest
level of achievement via day to day lessons and intervention packages.
Will ensure that the most able are able to achieve the highest possible grades.
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Will play their role in ensuring that the most vulnerable maximise their attainment and
progress at whole school level.
Monitoring and evaluation:
The effectiveness of this policy will be monitored in the following ways:
 Improvements in achievement over time in those subjects involved at all levels of
achievement.
 Quality assurance procedures with HoF.
 Regular updates of achievement to Governors via Achievement Committee.
 Policy review annually by the Achievement Committee.
Related Documents
School Development Plan 2019-20.
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